
Curriculum: Spring 2019 

Teen/Adult Intermediates 
 

Combination: Axe Kick 
Month 1: 

Start with left leg in front and hands up by chin (left guarding block) 

Hop forward left front punch / right reverse punch / Switch legs, to right leg forward / Left leg axe kick / Right leg axe kick / Step / Right leg axe kick 

Month 2: 

Start with right leg in front and hands up by chin (right guarding block) 

Hop forward right front punch / left reverse punch / Switch legs, to left leg forward / Right leg axe kick / Left leg axe kick / Step / Left leg axe kick 

 

Self Defense: 2-Step Sparring 
 
Month 1: 2-Step Sparring #1 
Leader Blocker 

Signal – step back into left guarding block, right l-stance Signal – from ready stance 

Right back kick Left inward outer forearm block, right l-
stance  

Aim, left mid section punch Step back, right reverse knife 
hand block, right walking stance 

Counter Slide in – palm strike / palm strike   

 

Month 2: 2-Step Sparring #2 
Leader Blocker 

Signal – step back into left guarding block, right l-stance Signal – from ready stance  

Right back fist, left l-stance Left inward outer forearm 
block, right l-stance  

Back leg left reverse turning kick Jump back 

Counter Jumping left side kick, jumping right back kick  

 
 

 

Sticks: Releases 
 
Month 1: Releases 5,6 
Release 5: Angle off to the right, stir the soup, hit down with butt end, circle around, release  
Release 6: Angle off to the right, check the stick, tip pointing up, circle around, release 

 
Month 2: Releases 7,8 
Release 7: Raising block, check the stick, punch up  
Release 8: Angle out to the left, x-check the stick, circle around 

 

Grappling: 

 Month 1: Armbar from Mount  

Start: Student begins in the mount.  

Student rolls opponent to the side, heel to abdomen, knee to back to secure position and lowers body to use weight to pin opponent. Student 
places hand on floor at opponents chin, forcing head up, other arm secures opponents upper arm.  Extend opponents arm upwards and regain 
upward posture.  Sit weight on opponent, swing back leg forward over opponents head. Student should be seated as close as possible with left leg 
across patners face and right leg across the partners body. Student holds partners right arm to chest and slowly lies to the ground. If needed lift up 
hips until partner taps. Partners right thumb should be facing up.  
 
 
Month 2: Mount to Cross Choke 
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Yul-Gok 
 
Meaning: is named after the philosopher and scholar Yi I, nicknamed the “Confucious of Korea” The 38 movements in the pattern represent his 
birthplace on the 38 degree latitude. The Diagram ( ) represents scholar. 
 
Moves 38  
Start in Ready Stance 
 
Month 1: 
1. Move the left foot, aim with left hand  
2. Right mid section punch  
3. Left mid section punch     Perform 2 and 3 in a fast motion.  
4. Bring the left foot to the right foot and then move the right foot to a sitting stance, extend right fist  
5. Left mid section punch  
6. Right mid section punch     Perform 5 and 6 in a fast motion  
7. Move right foot, form right walking stance, right inner forearm block  
8. Left back leg front kick, lower leg in front  
9. Left mid section punch, left walking stance  
10. Right mid section punch, left walking stance   Perform 9 and 10 in a fast motion  
11. Slide left leg in and back out, left walking stance, left inner forearm block  
12. Right back leg front kick, lower the leg in front  
13. Right mid section punch, right walking stance  
14. Left mid section punch, right walking stance   Perform 13 and 14 in a fast motion  
15. Right hooking block, right walking stance  
16. Left hooking block, maintain right walking stance  
17. Right mid section punch    Moves 16 and 17 are done in a connecting motion  
18. Left hooking block, left walking stance  
19. Right hooking block, maintain left walking stance  
20. Left mid section punch    Moves 19 and 20 are done in a connecting motion  
21. Right mid section punch, right walking stance  
22. Lift left leg into a right bending knee stance  
23. Left side kick  
24. Left walking stance, right front elbow strike  
 
Month 2: 
25. Lift the right leg, left bending knee stance  
26. Right side kick  
27. Right walking stance, left front elbow strike  
28. Twin knife hand block, form a right l-stance  
29. Step forward into right walking stance, right finger tip thrust  
30. Move right foot in and out to the other side, form a left l-stance, twin knife hand block  
31. Step forward into left walking stance, left finger tip thrust  
32. Move left foot in and out into a left walking stance, left outer forearm block  
33. Right mid section punch, maintain left walking stance  
34. Step forward, right walking stance, right outer forearm block  
35. Left mid section punch, maintain right walking stance  
36. Jumping back fist into a left x-stance  
37. Pivot, right walking stance, right double forearm block  
38. Foot to foot, step out into a left walking stance, left double forearm block  

END: Bring the left foot back to a ready posture. 

 


